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do you love video game characters like me? even if you do, there's something seriously wrong
with that. im not even kidding about that. sony has been making its own official line of official
video game characters for a long time now, and they take a lot of professional pride in their

work. a new character, sonya, was revealed for the playstation 4 pro back in august, and today,
sony has announced a new duo of video game characters that will be hitting the playstation's

store in the next couple of weeks. im talking about naughty dog's crash bandicoot and
uncharted: the lost legacy's chloe frazer! though they're going to be only available for purchase

for a limited time, the price is right, so what the hey, we're buying today! a fighting game
published by capcom, street fighter ii features one of the most recognizable logos of all time,

including a bunch of incredible characters. is it one of the best fighting games ever made? yes.
fans have been craving for an honest to goodness sequel to the indie platformer super meat boy
in which the player is required to use all his or her wits to navigate the game's many challenging

stages while competing for world records in the process. players who reach the end will be
rewarded with the satisfaction of having completed one of the most compelling puzzle games of
the last decade. space hulk is a strategy game that was first released on the commodore 64, but

has since been ported to many other platforms and has been a big success. in this game, you
are given control of a small group of genetically engineered space marines, each with their own
play style, weapons and abilities as they battle across a space battlefield, as hordes of ferocious

orc genestealers battle to tear them apart. your task is to stop the orks from driving you from the
battlefield.
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horror games don't have to be one-way missions where you walk into the room, stare at the screen,
and then hit the restart button. there are plenty of horror games out there that are more involved,

from the days when there were only the eighties games to the modern-day games that make a habit
of sending you on multiple missions on a single run-through. enter aperture's control, which focuses

on many of its own distinct themes, such as water, survival, space, and a lot of isolated settings.
though there's a lot that's fantastic about the game, most of these themes are oftentimes

overshadowed by how sluggish the overall game gets. those who don't give up on the game will be
rewarded with a game that stands well among other horror games that are set in the modern day.

dark souls is beloved by fans for being a difficult, dungeon-crawling rpg that hits you with incredibly
difficult combat, puzzles, and bosses. a new game from from software and the original dark souls

team, bloodborne, does everything it can to live up to its predecessors' legacy. the game's
demanding combat and unique combat stances take away some of the pressure from light-hearted,

hack-and-slash dungeon crawls, adding an additional layer of tension and depth. dark souls'
traditional rpg elements have been given a rock-solid foundation by from software and the game is a

dark, yet beautiful experience that should be on every playstation 4 owner's shelf. if you want to
avoid being lost in dark souls, look no further than death stranding, a game also from from software,

that gives new meaning to the phrase "game that will make you want to murder everybody."
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